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Public plazas were scattered through every neighborhood in the republic of Tlaxcallan. Some had modest temples
like this one built off to one side. © ADAM WISEMAN

It wasn't just Greece: Archaeologists And early democratic societies in
the Americas
By Lizzie Wade

Mar. 15, 2017 , 9:00 AM

The candidate for political oFce stood in a plaza, naked, bracing himself against the punches and
kicks. The crowd roared, pulsing around him like a beating heart. People for whom he had risked
his life in war after war hurled blows and insults from all directions. The candidate breathed
deeply. Trained as a warrior, he knew he had to stay calm to reach the next phase of his
candidacy.
This ordeal, documented by a Spanish priest in the 1500s, was merely the beginning of the long
process of joining the government of the Mesoamerican city of Tlaxcallan, built around 1250 C.E.
in the hills surrounding the modern city of Tlaxcala, Mexico. After this trial ended, the candidate
would enter the temple on the edge of the plaza and stay for up to 2 years, while priests drilled
him in Tlaxcallan's moral and legal code. He would be starved, beaten with spiked whips when he

fell asleep, and required to cut himself in bloodletting rituals. But when he walked out of the
temple, he would be more than a warrior: He would be a member of Tlaxcallan's senate, one of
the 100 or so men who made the city's most important military and economic decisions.
"I'd like to see modern politicians do all that, just to prove they can govern," says archaeologist
Lane Fargher, standing in the shadow of one of Tlaxcallan's recently restored elevated plazas.
Fargher has led surveys and excavations here since 2007, studying the urban plan and material
culture of a type of society many archaeologists once believed they'd never Xnd in Mesoamerica:
a republic. "Twenty or 25 years ago, no one would have accepted it was organized this way," says
Fargher, who works at the research institute Cinvestav in Mérida, Mexico.
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Now, thanks in part to work led by Fargher's mentor Richard Blanton, an anthropologist at Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Indiana, Tlaxcallan is one of several premodern societies around the
world that archaeologists believe were organized collectively, where rulers shared power and
commoners had a say in the government that presided over their lives.
These societies were not necessarily full democracies in which citizens cast votes, but they were
radically different from the autocratic, inherited rule found—or assumed—in most early societies.
Building on Blanton's originally theoretical ideas, archaeologists now say these "collective
societies" left telltale traces in their material culture, such as repetitive architecture, an emphasis

on public space over palaces, reliance on local production over exotic trade goods, and a
narrowing of wealth gaps between elites and commoners.
"Blanton and his colleagues opened up a new way of examining our data," says Rita Wright, an
archaeologist at New York University in New York City who studies the 5000-year-old Indus
civilization in today's India and Pakistan, which also shows signs of collective rule. "A whole new
set of scholarship has emerged about complex societies."
"I think it's a breakthrough," agrees Michael E. Smith, an archaeologist at Arizona State University
(ASU) in Tempe. "I've called it the most important work in the archaeology of political
organization in the last 20 years." He and others are working to extend Blanton's ideas into a
testable method, hoping to identify collective states solely through the objects they left behind.

“

Democracy isn’t a one-shot deal that happened one time. It comes and
goes, and it’s very diGcult to sustain.

”

Richard Blanton, Purdue University

Back in the 1960s, Blanton's teachers and peers didn't think collective societies existed in preColumbian Mesoamerica. Premodern republics such as classical Athens and medieval Venice
were thought to be a purely European phenomenon. Conventional wisdom held that in premodern,
non-Western societies, despots simply extracted labor and wealth from their subjects.
Some Mesoamerican cultures do seem to Xt the despotic model. More than 2000 years ago in
the Olmec capitals of San Lorenzo and La Venta along the Mexican gulf coast, for example, kings
had their portraits carved into gargantuan stone heads and lived in palaces dripping with exotic
luxury goods like greenstone and iron mirrors. Centuries later, Classic period Mayan kings in
southern Mexico and Guatemala recorded their conquests, marriages, and dynasties in glyphs
carved into stone. Meanwhile, commoners lived humbly in settlements dispersed around the
city's core of pyramids and monuments.
But as Blanton logged year after year of surveys and excavations in Mexico, he noticed an
increasingly long list of sites that didn't conform to these expectations. For example, Monte
Albán, the capital of the Zapotec people in Oaxaca between 500 B.C.E. and 800 C.E., lacked the
ostentatious representations of individual rulers so common in Olmec and classical Maya art. It
also seemed to be devoid of palaces and royal tombs stocked with precious goods. Instead,
signs of authority were more anonymous, linked to cosmological symbols and enduring deities
rather than speciXc individuals.

Intrigued by such outliers, Blanton and three co-authors worked up a new theory, published in
1996 in Current Anthropology. Based largely on Mesoamerican examples, they laid out two forms
that governments could take, which Blanton now terms autocratic and collective. Autocratic
governments were based on the authority of an individual ruler and often supported by wealth
acquired by monopolizing natural resources or controlling trade. Think of the Olmec, who
controlled key gulf coast trade routes, or even present-day Saudi Arabia, Blanton says, "where the
royal family controls the oil industry and uses that to fund the state's activity. They don't have to
be accountable to the people."
Teotihuacan puzzles archaeologists: It shows signs of both autocratic rule (this grand avenue and pyramids)
and collectivity (a grid of roads and no depictions of kings). © MARCOS FERRO/AURORA PHOTOS

Collective systems emphasized the oFce of the ruler, which in theory could be occupied by
anyone in the society: Leaders were made, not born. Taxes rather than external wealth funded the
state and its leaders. Tlaxcallan, with its political initiation rite to bring people from all classes
into the governing council, had a collective government. So do the United States and India.
"Collective" in this usage does not mean "socialist," Blanton adds. Most of the collective societies
he has studied have marketbased economies, which create taxpayers rich enough to contribute
to public goods.
Blanton's perspective "was very stimulating," Wright says. "For a very long time within
archaeology, we'd been looking for markers of a king." Now, researchers had a theory for making
sense of seemingly kingless societies. But to study ancient societies without historical records,
archaeologists need to know what distinctive material traces such a collective society might
leave behind. "What would it actually look like on the ground—that was a big problem," Blanton
says. "How would we recognize these states?"
"Over there is where we found the house," Fargher says. He skirts the platform that once held one
of Tlaxcallan's largest public plazas and heads to a patch of bare earth surrounded by green
grass. In the distance Popocatépetl, Mexico's most famous volcano, gently puffs smoke into the
clear winter sky.
Fargher points to faint rocky lines in the sandy earth, where walls stood 600 years ago. "It was a
series of small rooms that were rebuilt several times, with a patio over here," he says, moving
through the compact space. By all appearances it was nothing special, a typical house for a
typical commoner.
Writer Lizzie Wade talks about her story on democracy in early Mesoamerica
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"But look where we are," Fargher says. "Right in front of a very public space. In any other
Mesoamerican site, next to the principal plaza you'd have an enormous palace. Here we have a
pretty humble house."
Such reversals are par for the course in Tlaxcallan, Fargher says. "This is like Superman's Bizarro
World. Everything is the inverse of what you expect for Mesoamerica."
Most Mesoamerican cities were centered on a monumental core of pyramids and plazas. In
Tlaxcallan, the plazas were scattered throughout every neighborhood, with no clear center or
hierarchy. Rather than ruling from the heart of the city, as kings did, Fargher believes Tlaxcallan's
senate likely met in a grand building he found standing alone 1 kilometer outside the city limits.
This distributed layout is also a sign of shared political power, he says.
Archaeologists have unearthed versions of this unusual layout in a handful of other
Mesoamerican cities. One is the city of Tres Zapotes along the gulf coast, which lourished from
400 B.C.E. to 300 C.E., in the centuries immediately following the fall of La Venta, the last Olmec
capital. Although the citizens of Tres Zapotes retained many Olmec cultural practices, their city
looked nothing like the capitals that came before, says Christopher Pool, an archaeologist at the
University of Kentucky in Lexington who has spent the last 20 years excavating there. Instead of
being centered on an opulent palace, Tres Zapotes had four plazas regularly spaced throughout
the city. Each one had the same layout of earthen pyramids and public spaces, and radiocarbon
dates revealed they were occupied at the same time. Pool concluded that during its height, four
factions cooperated to govern Tres Zapotes.
Collective societies tend to lay out their cities in standardized ways, with the largest ones even
using grids, says Blanton, which ease navigation both for residents and for a government
providing services. In the Indus capital of Mohenjo-daro in today’s Pakistan, for example, the art
depicts few individual people, and houses built with standard-sized bricks line regularly spaced
city blocks. The strict urban plan incorporated wells and allowed thousands of people to use
toilets connected to the world’s Xrst sewers.

A tale of two cities
Just before the arrival of the Spanish, two very different powers battled in the heart of modern-day Mexico.
Tenochtitlan, the autocratic capital of the Mexica Empire, conquered almost every society in its path, extracting
tribute and human sacriXces from thousands of kilometers away. The only resistance: Tlaxcallan, a collective
republic just over the mountains that Xercely defended its freedom.

(GRAPHIC) G. GRULLÓN/SCIENCE; (DATA) L. F. FARGHER ET AL., JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY 313, 317 (2011) ©
ELSEVIER

Another common feature of collective societies is economic equality, which archaeologists can
infer from comparing the goods of rich and poor people. In autocratic societies like the classical
Maya, luxury goods such as intricately painted pottery and jade are only found in palaces and
royal tombs. In contrast, in Tlaxcallan people of all classes seemed to have owned and used
pottery with ornate, multicolor designs. "You can't tell rich people from poor people based on their
stuff," Fargher says. Pool sees a similarly narrow wealth gap at Tres Zapotes. And in classical
Athens, perhaps the most famous premodern democracy, "wealthy people lived in houses that
were similar to the common people," Blanton says.
But ASU's Smith cautions that economic equality doesn't guarantee that political power is shared
at the top. "There is an association [between them], but that doesn't make inequality a measure of
collectivity, or the reverse," he says. And although he agrees that a city's layout offers clues to
governance, he notes that excavations often focus on a site's central core and may miss outlying
plazas. To Xrm up the link, archaeologists need more data from the outskirts of cities and more
rigorous statistical methods to interpret them, he says.
By the time a candidate underwent Tlaxcallan's political initiation rite, he had already proved his
valor in war. For centuries the state was locked in battle against the Mexica Empire, whose
capital Tenochtitlan lay just over the mountains to the west. There, in what is now Mexico City, a
noble lineage of kings ruled from a grand central plaza. Tlaxcallan was the only polity in the
region that fended off Mexica control, turning it into something of an economic and political
island.
Historical sources say the Mexica (called the Aztecs today) imposed a trade blockade to weaken
their rivals. Although Fargher has found that some imperial goods, like salt and green obsidian,
still lowed into Tlaxcallan, out of 10 tons of ceramics he has uncovered in the city, only three or
four pieces are Mexica style. The ratio of carbon isotopes in skeletons recovered from under the
plazas indicates that corn—which could be locally produced and stored—dominated people's
diets to an exceptional degree, even in corn-rich Mesoamerica. All this suggests that Tlaxcallan
must have relied on its own citizens, rather than trade or natural resources, to fund its activities.
No written sources chronicle the economy of Tres Zapotes. But there, too, imported goods were
scarce, Pool says, which means that the four ruling factions also must have relied on internal
resources. The pattern is a stark contrast to its predecessor La Venta, where autocratic rulers
controlled trade and enjoyed exotic luxuries.

Both cities support Blanton and Fargher's belief that the best predictor of collective rule is a
strong internal revenue source—that is, taxes. Revenue sources are admittedly diFcult to detect
from artifacts and buildings. But after surveying 30 premodern societies documented
ethnographically and historically, the researchers found that states with internal revenue sources
were characterized by a high level of public goods and services, a strong governmental
bureaucracy, and citizens empowered to judge the ruler's actions. "When taxpayers are paying for
the state, then the people in charge know they have to do the right thing," Blanton says.
Collective states may have another tendency that can be spotted archaeologically: They attract
people from beyond their borders, who bring artifacts that can be linked to other cultures. "When
you have a collective formation that's funded by internal resources, it's in the interest of those in
government to bring in more people," says Gary Feinman, an archaeologist at The Field Museum
in Chicago, Illinois, and a co-author on Blanton's 1996 paper. Economic equality and markets may
also attract immigrants to collective societies. "People move where they think there's better
opportunity—where they can make a living, where their kids are going to do better than they did.
That's always a motivation," Feinman says.
Tlaxcallan was home to several different ethnic groups, many of whom were refugees leeing
Mexica domination, according to the Spanish chronicles. "They were absorbed by Tlaxcallan on
the condition that they defend the state," says Aurelio López Corral, the archaeologist who leads
Mexico's National Institute of Anthropology and History's work at the site. The best warriors, no
matter their ethnicity, were eligible to join the senate—if they could endure the initiation. "It's the
opposite of ethnic nationalism," says archaeologist David Carballo of Boston University (BU).
Tlaxcalteca warriors helped the Spanish conquer the nearby centralized city of Tenochtitlan in 1521.
Conquistador Hernán Cortés included this map of Tenochtitlan in his second letter to the Spanish crown.
NEWBERRY LIBRARY, CHICAGO, LLINOIS/BRIDGEMAN IMAGES

The evidence isn't always so easy to read, however. About 100 kilometers from Tlaxcallan lies a
very different monumental site: Teotihuacan, which dominated central Mexico between about
100 C.E. and 550 C.E. The broad Avenue of the Dead bisects the city, lined with imposing
structures including the enormous Pyramids of the Sun, Moon, and Feathered Serpent. "This is a
grand city," says archaeologist Saburo Sugiyama at Aichi Prefectural University in Nagakute,
Japan, who has excavated some of the city's most iconic places, including the pyramids. "There
was a very strong rulership that planned and executed this monumental project." He envisions
this leader as a typical autocrat—a king who wielded great military might—based partly on
weapons and bellicose imagery found together with the remains of a mass human sacriXce and
burial in the Pyramid of the Feathered Serpent.

Yet Linda Manzanilla, an archaeologist at the National Autonomous University of Mexico in
Mexico City who has been excavating at Teotihuacan since the 1970s, sees the exact same city
in a different way. She notes that it is laid out in a grid, with common citizens living in
standardized apartment buildings distributed regularly throughout it. Major avenues divided the
city into four quadrants, she says. Each quadrant had its own iconography—lying animals,
felines, serpents, or coyotes—that dominated its art and ceramics; under the centrally located
Pyramid of the Moon, sacriXced animals from each group were found together. The art depicts no
individual leaders or dynasties, and Manzanilla argues that Teotihuacan was governed by a
council of four leaders, each representing a different quadrant—a type of collective government.
At Teotihuacan, "Groups are more important than individuals," she says.
The different interpretations highlight the challenges of applying Blanton's model. Smith notes
that there is always some ambiguity about the political signiXcance of a site's physical features.
For example, the Indus civilization's standardized housing and sophisticated water control
systems can be seen as signs of shared power, but they have also been interpreted as evidence
of totalitarian control. "Until someone comes up with a model that's rigorous and accepted by
everyone, in my mind this is all going to be fairly subjective and speculative," Smith says.
BU's Carballo argues that the form of government may not even be the most important measure
of what Blanton terms collectivity. He points to an enormous obsidian workshop he excavated in
an outlying neighborhood of Teotihuacan as a sign that commoners organized themselves at the
grassroots level, no matter who ruled from the Avenue of the Dead. That makes Teotihuacan a
collective society, even if it turns out to have had a single king, he argues.
It may be that societies like Teotihuacan simply don't fall into neat categories, Pool says. Or they
may shift strategies over time. At Tres Zapotes, for example, elite factions may have shared
power within the city, but the capital dominated nearby towns, which all had one central plaza
modeled on the Tres Zapotes layout. Then, slowly, autocracy crept back into Tres Zapotes itself.
Around 1 C.E., the four plaza groups lost their architectural coherence and individual rulers once
again appeared in the city's art.
Collective governments do tend to rise and fall in cycles, Blanton says. In Oaxaca, the political
pendulum swung between collectivity and autocracy every 200 to 300 years, judging from shifts
in the layouts of dominant sites and histories recorded by colonial chroniclers. "Democracy isn't a
one-shot deal that happened one time. It comes and goes, and it's very diFcult to sustain," he
says.
History had a special irony in store for the republic of Tlaxcallan when the Spanish arrived. After
centuries of resisting the Mexica Empire, the Tlaxcaltecas Xnally saw an opportunity to destroy
their enemies. They allied with conquistador Hernán Cortés, helping him plan attacks on

Tenochtitlan and sheltering his army after its initial crushing defeat, which allowed the Spanish
forces to regroup and try again—this time successfully. "I'm not sure the conquest would have
been possible without Tlaxcallan assistance," Fargher says.
But as soon as the Tlaxcaltecas became subjects of the Spanish crown, the republic was gone.
People abandoned their hilltop plazas and moved down into the valley, settling the modern city of
Tlaxcala. When Mexico won independence from Spain 3 centuries after the conquest, the
Tlaxcaltecas were cast as traitors, their society almost entirely forgotten. It took another 100
years before revolution returned democracy to Mexico's constitution. Now, ambitious candidates
once again Xght for their political futures—not in the plaza, but at the ballot box.
Posted in: Archaeology, Latin America, Policy, Human Evolution
doi:10.1126/science.aal0905

Lizzie Wade
Lizzie is Science's Latin America correspondent, based in Mexico City.
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